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By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

This article originally appeared on LuxuryPortfolio.com.

Luxury Portfolio International has released the latest issue of its  signature publication, Luxury Portfolio magazine, a
coffee-table-worthy tome.

A playful and sophisticated space by Rayman Boozer of New York's Apartment 48 Interior Design graces the cover a
stylish window into the magazine's September 2023 theme of joie de vivre.

"The French art of a spirited, almost purposeful, zest for life was the muse for the latest edition of Luxury Portfolio,"
said Lisa Klein Powers, managing editor at Luxury Portfolio magazine, in a statement.

"This is something easy to lose sight of in our fast-paced world, but with each feature and breathtaking property in
this issue, we celebrate the most important luxury of all in life enjoying it."

Living it up
Luxury Portfolio magazine showcases the luxury real estate network's specialty alongside other editorial features on
design, travel and lifestyle topics, all of which explore ways to fill every day with joy in Volume 13, Issue 2.

Luxury properties throughout the issue provide plenty of real estate inspiration, from a historic French chteau by a
famed architect to a dazzling art nouveau greenhouse overlooking Lake Como and a nature-filled waterfront escape
in Canada to an award-winning vineyard estate in California.
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The real estate section also looks at the cultural contributions of major cities around the globe along with a
collection of even more high-end homes.

Design features run the gamut: colorful and ultra-personal maximalist design, the enduring art and influence of
Andy Warhol, dressing rooms that bring back a bit of Old Hollywood glamor and shining chandeliers for the most
discerning ceilings.

Readers will travel through the icy winter wonderland of Scandinavia with a warming dose of hygge, the boldly
patterned block printing traditions of Jaipur, India, and the secluded shores of the private Caribbean paradise of
Mustique.

Lifestyle pieces include an ode to colored gemstones, complete with jewelry fit for royalty, and a primer on creating
a custom home aquarium to watch peaceful sea life float by any time.

Luxury Portfolio magazine is published biannually and distributed through the organization's network of over 250
independent real estate brokerages in 35-plus countries, global airport lounges and Barnes & Noble stores and other
newsstands in the United States and Canada.

"We are thrilled to present the September 2023 issue of Luxury Portfolio magazine," said Jennifer Woodring, vice
president and publisher.

"It's  a testament to our unwavering commitment at Luxury Portfolio International to celebrate extraordinary real
estate and the world of luxury," she said. "At the core of luxury are exceptional experiences, and this issue
beautifully captures the essence of indulging in the joie de vivre lifestyle."

Read the full digital version of the September 2023 issue of Luxury Portfolio magazine here.
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